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 Chapter 25: Food (Part 1) 

1. eat

2. food, meal

3. feed

4. hungry, wish

5. full, stuffed (of food)

6. thirsty, crave

7. swallow

8. breakfast

9. lunch

10. dinner

11. breakfast

12. lunch

13. dinner

14. banana

15. coconut

16. napkin

17. restaurant

18. cafeteria

19. cook, fry, pancake

20. cook, boil

21. bake, oven, stove

22. bread

23. salt

24. pepper

25. sweet, sugar, diabetes

26. grapes

27. milk

28. orange

29. coffee

30. tea

31. cream

32. butter

33. mayonnaise, mayo

34. mustard

35. cracker

36. hotdog, bologna, sausage

37. bacon

38. egg

39. toast

40. sandwich, picnic

41. hamburger

42. apple

43. onion

44. french fries

45. ketchup

46. sour, bitter, tart

47. lemon

48. vinegar

49. pickle

50. tomato

51. jelly, jam

52. meat, steak, beef

53. grease, oil, gravy, fat

54. fruit

55. vegetable

56. cereal

57. spoon

58. soup

59. rice

60. snack



Grammar & Deaf Culture:

Chapter 25:
 Food (Part 1)



Honorific Pronouns
Honorific pronouns in American Sign Language 
imply or express high status, politeness, or respect. 
It is used in formal contexts, such as formal 
speeches, introductions with high figures, poetry, 
and so on. They can also be used for emphasis, 
humor, and in songs done in ASL for dramatic affect.

Honorific pronouns are 
made with the “closed 5“ 
handshape palm facing 
up. 



In English, a preposition is a word which 
shows relationships among other words in 
the sentence. The relationships include 
direction, place, time, cause, manner and 
amount. 

In ASL, prepositions are often left out and 
not signed because they are understood. 
As a general rule, keep prepositions
only for location.

Prepositions



Preposition Examples

English
Class of 2005 
I am proud of you.
Come on Monday. 
She gave birth to a son 
Peace of mind 
On Thursday 
Mary of England 
Pat died of cancer 
In two weeks
At work
Written by Liz
Via e-mail

ASL
CLASS 2005
ME PROUD YOU
MONDAY COME
SHE BIRTH SON
MIND PEACE
THURSDAY
MARY FROM ENGLAND
PAT DIE WHY? CANCER
TWO-WEEK-FUTURE
WHERE? WORK
WRITE WHO? LIZ
HOW? E-MAIL



Reflexive Pronouns
Reflexive pronouns refer back to the subject of 
the sentence. In English, these are the pronouns 
that end with “self” or “selves” such as “himself,” 
“myself,” “herself,” etc. In ASL, Reflexive pronouns 
can function as either pronouns or linking verbs.

English:
The oven cleans itself.
He hurt himself.
Mary is a teacher.
He is Deaf.
My mom is Cuban.

ASL
OVEN CLEANS ITSELF.
HE HURT HIMSELF.
MARY HERSELF TEACHER.
HIMSELF DEAF.
MY MOM HERSELF CUBAN



Verbs in ASL
A verb is a word that 
expresses an action, an 
event, or a state of 
Being about the subject. 

ASL has three major types of verbs: 
1. Plain verbs
2. Indicating verbs
3. Depicting verbs 



1. Plain Verbs
Not all ASL verbs can be inflected (made directional) to 
indicate the subject and the object in a sentence. They are 
called "plain verbs." They require the signer to specify the 
subject and the object before and/or after the verb. 

For example, the ASL verb UNDERSTAND is a plain verb 
that the signer cannot inflect it in a sentence. The signer 
has to specify the subject and the object in a sentence: 

Example: I UNDERSTAND YOU. 

Some examples of the plain verbs that cannot be inflected 
are: 

EAT, ENJOY, KNOW, LOVE, REMEMBER, HAVE, THINK



2. Indicating Verbs
The majority of ASL verbs can be inflected into many 
different ways to contain information about the subject
and the object and have several types.

The indicating verbs are modulated verbs by inflecting the 
direction or movement of the regular ASL verbs to indicate 
the subject and the object in a sentence, what many call 
“directional verbs.”

The following verbs are some examples that can be 
modulated to contain the information about the 
subject and the object.

INFORM, ASK, GIVE, LOOK, HELP, IGNORE



2. Indicating: Reciprocal Verbs
Indicating verbs can also add information by 
showing reciprocating action, an action 
between two subjects or objects. These 
verbs are called “reciprocal verbs.”

Examples:
LOOK-AT-EACH-OTHER (both are looking and being looked at 
simultaneously, each hand represents
a person.)

UNDERSTAND-EACH-OTHER (each hand represents a person, 
and the fact that the palms are facing each other indicates 
that the signers comprehend what the other is saying)



2. Indicating: Locative Verbs
Another type of indicating verb is a 
“locative verb” where the actual direction or 
location of the sign contains specific 
meaning. For each of the examples below, 
the direction or location in which each sign is 
made changes its meaning.

Examples:

THROW, PUT, HURT, BRING



3. Depicting Verbs

Also known as “classifier predicates.” 
Depicting verbs contain information 
about the action or state of being. 

Examples: 
CAR-DRIVING-BY
PERSON-WALKING-AWKWARDLY
CUP-SPILLING-OVER



Mouth Morphemes
Mouth Morphemes (mouth movements) play an 
important part in communication in ASL. Mouth 
morphemes are NOT the mouthing of English 
words. They have a specific context and 
association and provide a structure for conveying 
the message being signed. 



Mouth Morphemes
Often mouth morphemes are characterized as 
“adverbial” or even as “adverbs.” That is, many 
express degree, manner, and affective evaluation, 
the typical meanings associated with adverbs, 
and are used to modify verbs, adjectives or other 
adverbs.



Mouth Morphemes



Mouth Morphemes
Some mouth morphemes have uses that are not normally 
considered “adverbial”, such as size, quantity, distance, 
relative position, and conversation regulators.



Mouth Morphemes Rules
1. Most mouth morphemes are bound, not free; they 
must occur together with a manual sign.

2. Mouth morphemes normally occur only on single 
signs; they do not spread over different signs. Though 
they may occur on several signs in sequence assuming 
that specific morpheme is acceptable to those signs.

3. The meanings of most mouth morphemes vary and 
are not typical of inflectional morphology. They often 
have multiple senses, and each sense is semantically 
complex rather than easily characterized using 
grammatical categories.



Mouth Morphemes Examples



Mouth Morphemes Examples



Mouth Morphemes Examples

NOTE: The best way to 
learn mouth morphemes 
is to watch native signers 
(Deaf people!)
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